Midmark & Ritter selections

upholstery

Midmark
upholstery
selections

Let Midmark’s luxurious
upholstery colors coordinate
and complete your exam or
procedure room’s aesthetic
appeal.

Premium Patterns
feature a subtle, soothing
design to add just a touch of
elegance to your suite. Each
of the patterns incorporate its
companion solid color into the
design to create a soft, muted
look of brushed suede or rich,
antiqued leather.

Ultra-Premium
offers sophistication and
comfort like never before with
its supple, soft texture,
resembling the finest calfskin
leather, and as an added
benefit, it is also PVC-free.
(Available at an upcharge on
select products).

Black - 312

Pebble Grey Paint Color (for reference purposes)

Premium Solids
present fresh, up-to-date
colors that are distinguished
yet soothing.

Tea Green - 237

Fossil Grey - 238

Cashmere Blue - 239

Terra Cotta - 240

Tuscany - 249

Firenze - 250

Capri - 251

Treviso - 252

Ultra-Olivine - 243

Ultra-Arctic - 244

Ultra-Sky - 245

Ultra-Canyon - 246

Midmark premium solids

Blueberry - 235

Silver Sage - 236

Midmark premium pattern

Belagio - 247

Siena - 248

Midmark ultra-premium

Ultra-Pacific Blue - 241

Ultra-Spruce - 242

Ultra-Raven Wing - 228

Ritter upholstery
selections
Ritter

Ritter upholstery colors offer
the aesthetic appeal demanded
in today’s exam or procedure
room.

Ritter products that feature
drawers will have panel colors
coordinated with selected
upholstery color.

Whether you are building,
expanding or renovating,
compare paint and floor
covering samples with these
swatches under the same
lighting to create an attractive,
coordinated environment.

Navy - 231

Dusty Blue - 233

Moss - 230

Clay - 234

Pebble Grey - 216

Shadow - 232

Perfect Plum - 229

Black - 312

We have tried our very best to accurately represent product
colors in this brochure. However, due to the nature of printed
media, the color of actual products may differ slightly from how
they appear on your particular printed piece. In order to confirm
your color selection, we strongly recommend that you contact
Midmark Customer Service at 1-800-MIDMARK to request a
sample before placing your order.
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